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"In optimism there is magic. In pessimism
there is nothing.

Thank you for becoming part of my Radiant Tribe, I am so pleased and
excited to have you here. And as a thank you I have put together this eBook
just for you which I hope you get a lot out of. You should have also received
my welcome video to go along with this guide, so please watch that so you
get the most from this eBook as possible as well as learn a little bit about me.

You will find here my secrets to sticking with a radiant lifestyle and how to
do it successfully & for the long term. No quick fixes here, but the results are
truly beautiful and will guide you on a lifetime of radiance.

In this guide you will find secrets all relevant to fitness, nutrition, selflove,
motivation, work, support and selfcare rituals. It is a bundle of wellness all
in the one eBook.

Now sit back lovely, grab your journal & a pen (or print out the note paper I
have made just for you at the end of this guide), light a candle and pop the
kettle on. Immerse yourself in my secrets to a radiant lifestyle. and watch
the magic unfold.

Be happy & healthy, 
Kylie x

P.S If you love what you read please head on over to my website and see how
we can work together on uncovering your true radiant self.

Hello and Welcome!

~ Abraham Hicks
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Whether it is your job, your fitness, your
weight, your lack of selflove and

confidence...this rule applies!

No matter how much someone wants
something for you, you need to be ready and

yearning for it yourself. Without that
feeling, it just won't last, it never does.

I have been there, the point of no return. You
feel it in the pit of your stomach. It is time to

make a change and the time is NOW!

Enough is enough



Nothing worth doing is ever easy. You have
to put in the time and effort for habits to
form. Putting in the hard yards now will

make the rest of your journey that much
easier for you.

When times get tough or you fall off the
wagon, just get back up and keep going. The
times you fall over will get less and the work
you have to put in to get back to where you

were won't be as daunting. 

Know that everyone falls over. It is the
getting back up that counts!

It won't be a walk 
in the park



Goals, achievements...whatever you want to
call it, just make sure you have something to

strive for. This will keep you focused and
when the motivation starts to falter, look

back here for inspiration.

If we don't have something to work towards
or look forward too we tend to lose our way
and end up giving up whatever it is that we

wanted to achieve.

It can be as big or small as you like, just have
it there staring you in the face.

This tip is most important with fitness and
business.

Have something to 
work towards



Whatever you do in your life make sure you
are having a good time! Life is too short to be
doing things that don't make your heart sing

and your lips to turn up into a smile.

If you want a self care routine, make sure
you are loving every second of it, and if your

not change it up.

Exercise is a biggie for this! If you hate the
gym, then don't go! Instead join a group

class, dance around your house, get a
personal trainer, join an online program.

Whatever it is, you should be enjoying
yourself when you are sweating it out!

Do what works for you and forget the rest!

Have fun, enjoy it!



Without organisation we will be lost and
things would be everywhere!

Make the commit to make the time to get
yourself organised. 

+ Mark your exercise sessions into your
diary. 

+ Do a cook up on a Sunday so all your meals
are prepared for the week ahead.

+ Put together a meal plan while writing your
shopping list and stick it on your fridge. 

+ Lay out your workout gear the night before
so when your alarm goes off it is there

waiting for you.
+ Set your alarm half an hour earlier so you

can fit in your selfcare time.
+ Write your todo list for the next day so

when you get into work you can jump
straight into it.

Whatever organised is for you, get onto it. 
It sets you up for success.

Get organised



Tell anyone and everyone who will listen
what your plans are. 

This can be scary especially if weight loss or
a new exercise routine is your thing. Your
Negative Nancy drops in and tells you that
you don't want people to judge you and so

on...but without being accountable to
someone you can easily slip back into old

habits and no one is the wiser. 
Doomed to fail.

It can be one person or everyone, whatever
you feel comfortable with. As long as

someone will ask you how you are going with
it; this is what you need because you don't

want the embarrassment of saying you gave
up.

Be accountable



It is just as important to rest your body as it is
to move your body.

If you exercise multiple times per week you
really need to allow your body to restore

itself. When you exercise you are putting
your body under stress and too much stress

isn't good for any one.

This is the same if you are a workaholic and
don't give yourself time to wind down.

Take the time to try really hard to get 78
hours of sleep per night. You may need to go

to bed a bit earlier if that's what it takes.

Just remember that without adequate rest
you are putting your body under some
serious strain that can lead to illness.

Sleep & Rest



Love for others and most importantly, love
for yourself!

Us humans have a bad habit of being nasty to
ourselves. Putting ourselves down. And

thinking we are never good enough. 

Well, YOU ARE GOOD ENOUGH!

Do what is right by you every single time.
This may seem a little selfish but at the end

of the day, when you are happy, everyone
around you benefits. 

 
Start exercising & eating well because you

love yourself enough to nourish it.

Begin your business because you believe in
yourself and you know you deserve to follow

your dreams.

Be kind to others and stop the judging.

Do everything from 
a place of love



Having some time to yourself each and every
week is nourishing for your soul and not to

mention your mental well being.

As much as you love your family and friends,
it is absolutely essential to allow yourself
some free time by yourself to reconnect.

It can be as long or as little as you need but
make sure you do it!

Maybe your hubby can watch the kids while
you enjoy reading in a bubble bath for half an

hour.

Or even go to the extent of booking yourself
in for a weekend away of pampering.

Ummm...yes please!

Whatever you need to do, to come back to
yourself, do it. This is a non negotiable.

Enjoy regular solo 
time



Put that phone down and step away from
your computer...it is time to disconnect!

As much as I love technology it has really
done a number on our mental well being.

We are never disconnected from the world
which can seem really overwhelming.

Choose a day of the week that works for you
and decide in your household to not have

technology around you for 2 hours or a
whole day.

+ Get back to nature, sit outside and
daydream.

+ Meet up with a friend in person.
+ Play a board game.

+ Read a good ol' fashion paper back book.
+ Meditate and ground yourself in nature.

+ Have a social media free day. I love this on
a Sunday.

Switch off & 
disconnect



Our body is always talking to us through
feelings, emotions, aches, pains and so on.

But we tend to block it out and carry on with
what we were doing. We tend to ignore the

signs our body gives us which is such a
shame because illness then starts to rear its

ugly head. 

Put a stop to this now and listen with
intention. 

Stop putting your body through crazy diets
or constant intense workouts. 

When you start to listen to what your body is
telling you, you can start to make changes
that it will love. In return, you will get good
health and even weight loss if you need it. 

Stop fighting it and start working with it. 
The benefits are amazing.

Listen to your 
body...always



Brainspace
let your thoughts flow

Journalling is so therapeutic and something I love to do. The
thoughts and ideas that come when you are writing can help you out
so much. Use these pages as you are reading through my secrets and

see what comes up for you. 





"All women deserve to be happy, healthy &
radiant.

"Kylie Anderson is the founder of Be Your Radiant Self formerly Radiant
Personal Training. Kylie is a renowned personal trainer, wellness & lifestyle
coach and writer & blogger. Her mission in life is to show and teach women
everywhere that they are strong, beautiful and deserve all the happiness in
the world and to do this it is all about nourishing your mind, body and spirit.

Kylie does this by combining her personal training skills and coaching skills
into one to give her clients the best tools for success with their lifestyle
change. She adores her blog and writes to inspire, inform and connect with
her Radiant tribe through meaningful conversation, tips and opinions to get
her readers thinking and exploring different aspects of themselves and life."

Who am I?

~ Kylie Anderson

www.beyourradiantself.com

Connect with me:
+ Website
+ Facebook
+ Instagram

http://www.beyourradiantself.com/
http://www.facebook.com/beyourradiantself
http://www.beyourradiantself.com/
http://instagram.com/be_your_radiant_self


~ Kylie Anderson
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